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INTRODUCTION / RECOMMENDATIONS AND BUDGET ESTIMATES

The following codes are intended to provide Food Lion, Inc. with a summary of the overall condition of each roof. 
On the Detailed Deficiency Listing page of the report is a deficiency. Priority. It is located on the left-hand margin 
of the page. Each deficiency is given a relative priority for completing the needed correction depending on the 
urgency of the problem. The key to the priority codes is as follows:

Below is a listing of the deficiency priority codes regarding individual items:
                      E - Emergency Correct as soon as possible
                      C- Critical Correct within one year
                      2 - Second Funding Year Correct during funding year 2
                      3- Third Funding Year Correct during funding year 3

Below is a listing of the condition codes conveying the roof’s overall status:

CONDITION CODE

Failed

DESCRIPTION 

Immediate removal and replacement is 
recommended due to the severity of deterioration.

Poor The assembly has surpassed its service life.  Due 
to the deteriorated condition, total removal and 
replacement is recommended.  Replacement can 
be temporarily postponed with repairs until the 
frequency of leaks becomes unacceptable to 
internal operations or costs become prohibitive.  
Repairs are considered stop gap only.

Fair Serviceable yet requiring repairs and routine 
maintenance to maintain.

Good Early in service life with minor repairs required.

Early in Service Life Very good with repairs required.

Any unusual conditions which are not considered appropriate for the Priority/Condition Code format 
shall be addressed separately based on the type of roof and the specific situation.
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INTRODUCTION / RECOMMENDATIONS AND BUDGET ESTIMATES

(Cont'd)

This information, along with the Summary information provided at the beginning of the report, should 
allow Food Lion, Inc. to prioritize the needs of each roof area and develop a maintenance and capital 
improvement budget.   

Several items have been taken into consideration in establishing anticipated service life and budget 
estimates.   

Service life estimates are based on the data obtained through our field survey, historical experience 
and practical considerations of required repairs and the assumption that routine maintenance 
procedures, including annual inspections will be followed by Food Lion, Inc. or the building owner.  

Budgetary costs are based on current industry pricing, historical data and our past experiences.  
Season variations, market trends beyond our control and start and completion dates can cause 
changes in the actual costs of the proposed work.  Delays in recommended repairs and/or replacement 
may result in added costs.  Finally, our budget estimates do not reflect hidden costs for any unforeseen 
conditions, i.e., deck replacement, deteriorated wood blocking, asbestos abatement, wet insulation etc.

A general cost estimate is given for roof replacement of the store if replacement is projected in the 
next four to five years.  Budget estimates included herein are intended to provide the Owner with 
funds adequate to insure the costs for repairs and/or replacement congruent with industry standards 
from a technically and financially qualified manufacturer, and a roof system selection considered equal 
or better.   

 Final determination of actual costs, given the variety of available systems, can only be established by 
a competitive bid process based on comprehensive technical specifications and construction documents.
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Roof Information
Roof 

Section:
Sq Ft: Installation 

Year:
Status: Roof Type Detail: Surfacing: Warranty 

Status:
Condition 

Code:
Number 

of 
Active 
Leaks:

A 34,531 2007 Estimated .045 
unreinforced 
EPDM, 
Mechanically 
attached (batten 
seam), taped 
seams

Smooth Yes Fair Not 
Identified

Type of Perimeter:

Gutter:

221'
Parapet Wall:

682'
Gravel Stop:

N/A

Type of Metal Flashing:

Coping:

682'
Thru-Wall:

N/A
Surface Mount:

N/A
Reglet:

N/A
Metal Panels:

N/A

Drainage:

Drains:

N/A
Gutters: 

221'
Scuppers:

N/A

Other:

Insulation Type: (Not Determined/ 
None/ Estimated)

~2" cellulose faced ISO

Deck Type:

Metal, type B, factory finish
Roof Slope: (Flat/ Slight/ Moderate)

Slight

Recovery: (Yes/ No/ Not Determined)

Yes (estimated)
Ponding: (Severe/ Moderate/ Minor/ None)

None

Penetrations:
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Curb

Number of Curb:

10

Duct

Number of Duct:

1

Equip. Supp.

Number of Equip. Supp.:

3

Hot Stack

Number of Hot Stack:

7

Pitch Pan Roof Hatch

Number of Roof Hatch:

1

Skylight Soil Stack

Number of Soil Stack:

6

Additional Penetrations

Additional Penetrations Items:

Equipment Pipe Supports: 14

Future Work

Future Work Summary

The roof is in fair condition but RSI has concerns. The property representative reported the roof to be recently 
installed in 2018. However, the membrane stamp indicates it is a 2007 installation. There are no leak logs or 
documentation so our observing 12 stained ceiling tiles means there have been leaks and they may be active. 
The Genflex EPDM membrane is only 45 mils thick and has an expected service life of 15 years if covering an 
existing roof and 20 years if it is installed as the only roof. RSI suspects two roofs are present. This survey 
precluded the taking of cores so this is based on observing construction indicators and could be incorrect. If it is 
correct, the previously discussed leaks would allow water to enter and be trapped on the top roof. This could 
cause serious challenges. Also of impact, RSI notes the membrane is unreinforced which is an advantage under 
loose laid, ballasted systems because it may move or float freely. In mechanically attached systems there are 
anchor points and bars across the roof. Each creates a stress point resulting in fastener back outs and tears 
much sooner. Reinforced membranes are a better design for this application. The structural deck was visibly 
observed and found to be in good condition with only minor rust or surface rust.

For the reasons above, RSI recommends a full assessment including a moisture survey. With our concerns 
understood, RSI believes the roof will reasonably perform for six (6) years provided the work noted in this report 
is performed. RSI notes fastener backout and tears along the batten bars will result in a higher frequency of 
leaks and therefore an annual budget of $3,500.00 is recommended after the roof is initially addressed and 
restored.  

One additional comment; if this roof is to receive traffic from upfit activity, the roof must be thoroughly 
protected. This roof system, especially if a recover, is not a very durable roof and needs protection.

Should replacement be recommended below, an in-depth survey may show that recovers are viable. 
Replacement budgets, when applicable, are for complete tear-offs. Repair budgets are not viable 
when subject roofs are replaced.

Recommendation Summary & Deck Visual Appearance
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Roof 
Section

Moisture 
Survey:

Replace? Replacement 
Year:

Cost 
Estimate:

Repairs:Underside 
Affected 
by Rust 

(what % 
of area):

What % 
of Deck 

was 
Visually 

Inspected:

Comments / 
Notes:

A Yes No Yes 1% 25% Isolated area of 
surface rust 
observed. No deck 
degradation noted.
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Detail Deficiency List & Photos

Deficiency 
Item #:

Deficiency 
Detail:

Correction: Code: Photo: Quantity: Unit: Total:

1 A-1: Warped 
insulation

Remove & 
Replace

C 64 SQ FT 2,750.00

2 A-2: 
Deteriorated 
gutter seam 
repairs

Remove & 
Reseal

2 12 Item $1,200.00

3 A-3: Blistered 
T-lap patches.

Re-patch C 15 Item $1,050.00

4 A-4: 
Unsecured 
HVAC 
equipment on 
roof surface

Remove or 
Secure

C 2 Item $600.00

5 A-5: Tenting 
fastener at 
parapet wall 
flashing

Secure and 
Patch

C 1 Item $350.00
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Deficiency 
Item #:

Deficiency 
Detail:

Correction: Code: Photo: Quantity: Unit: Total:

6 A-6: Fastener 
through 
flashing 
membrane

Remove and 
Patch

E 1 Item $350.00

7 A-7: 
Deteriorated 
satellite skid 
support.

Replace wood 
blocking

C 8 LF $600.00

8 A-8: Hole in 
perimeter 
flashing

Patch and 
Seal

E 1 Item $350.00

9 A-9: Torn 
patch at unit 
base flashing.

Patch & Seal C 1 Item $350.00

10 A-10: Mottled 
membrane at 
unit discharge 
areas.

Patch & 
Install 
protection

2 2 Item $500.00
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Deficiency 
Item #:

Deficiency 
Detail:

Correction: Code: Photo: Quantity: Unit: Total:

11 A-11: 
Improperly 
sized curb

Monitor 3 1 Item $0.00

12 A-12: 
Deteriorated 
sealant at 
flashing laps.

Monitor 3  Item $0.00

13 General 
Overview

   Item $0.00

Deficiency Priority Codes:

E - Emergency Correct as soon as possible
C - Critical Correct within one year
2 - Second Funding Year Correct during funding year 2
3 - Third Funding Year Correct during funding year 3

** Includes misc. PM items, in addition to above 
deficiencies.M/C: Minimum Charge
Note: All work orders should contain language 
instructing the following: “All repair work is to 
conform to the, Repair Manual for Low-sloped Roof 
Systems as published by the National Roofing 
Contractors Association.” The estimates above are 
designed to meet these standards. Roof Solutions Inc., 
upon request, will ensure the work is completed for 
the above cost.
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